
Process Team Steering Committee 
Meeting Notes 

February 16th 2020 
 
Present:, Dian Marie Hoskings, Deborah Marshall, LaDawn Haglund, Fred Meyer, Paul Kelway 
and Jim Fladmark 
Absent: Susan Skjei 
 
1. Meditation, check in 
2. Housekeeping 

a. The note-take for today’s meeting is Paul 
i. Minutes still to approve from, Jan 25, Feb 2 & Feb 9 
ii. Action: LaDawn will post all 3 at once and then SC to approve 

asynchronously 
 
THEMATIC ISSUES 
 
3. Updates from other meetings 

a. Reflections on the Acharya meeting 
i. Mostly updating the Acharyas on the work of the PT. About 10 Acharyas 

participated. 
ii. Question of what the Acharyas can do for Shambhala as a body 

1. They could be leaders or participants in a community process. 
2. The Acharya seemed excited by this 

iii. It was requested that names and contact info of Conveners was made 
available so that people in the community (including Acharyas) could 
contact them 

iv. It was noted that some attendees knew very little about the Process Team 
4. The Board’s endorsement statement 

a. The board will be communicating on Shambhala Day or after and are looking for 
some guidance on wording of a PT statement. 

b. The PTSC reviewed the TTF wording regarding the 1-year timeline 
i. It is about reflection not necessarily dissolution. 
ii. As such, it would be good to clarify with the Board that it is not about 

requesting a new mandate but about reflection and inviting the board to be 
involved in that. 

c. Action: 
i. Fred to update the text based on the above points and send around for 

review 
ii. LaDawn to send on to the Board once final 

5. PT report and Board update 
a. LaDawn will send the final ‘Our Journey’  document to Ashley and see if she can get 

the 9 pages translated by Shambhala. 
b. LaDawn will also post to the PT website 
c. LaDawn has also sent a short video about the Process Team to be broadcast on 

Shambhala Day 
6. Transition following Shambhala Day 

a. There was a discussion to plan for the transition to Year 2 after Shambhala Day 
including the following points: 

i. The PTSC members confirmed their personal positions regarding continuing 
or stepping down. 



1. Jim is staying on for another year 
2. Dian Marie – stepping down but willing to help with the transition 
3. Paul – stepping down but wants to be available to ensure a good 

transition. He has handed over the convener role of the Charter WG 
to Peter Nowak and Shel Sampa Fisher so this will need a link into 
the SC 

4. Deborah – stepping down on Shambhala Day 
5. LaDawn – Shambhala Day is not a hard stop. Communications piece 

is a lot of work. In the event that LaDawn continues would like help 
to transition the Communications role to someone else; She does 
not have time to be a full member of the next coordinating body. 

6. Fred – will continue to help with the work of Path, Teachings and 
Practices and help with continuity. First priority is giving next steps 
as good a chance as possible. 

7. Susan – needs to be confirmed. Supporting the Ulab 2x and 
community engagement? 

b. Individual perspectives on the transition were shared: 
i. Clarify what it is the SC needs to hold in this transition phase 

1. Can we see this as a chance to regather after Shambhala Day to 
explore the best structure for Year 2 with stakeholders from the PT, 
the Board and other stakeholders? 

ii. The PT should stay together to take the work into the community in a more 
meaningful way 

1. Two-tiered structure of SC and PT might be ok but should rotate out 
individuals 

2. Idea of a transition team with current SC members staying on as 
advisers 

3. Should be more clearly representative of all working groups, 
organize more PT calls and have good interface with the board. 

iii. PT as a receptacle for community wide initiatives: 
1. Ensure the Theory U initiative remains connected to or coherent 

with PT initiatives? 
2. Is the PT the clearing house for all community wide initiatives? 

iv. The board is in the process of authorizing a huge amount of money for 
grants 

1. Could sideline the Process Team while also running into the issues 
where people with grants are trying to send their reporting to the 
board. 

v. Comes back the importance of having the right people around the table 
after Shambhala Day 

1. What are the key questions? 
2. Who are the people that need be involved? 
3. What is the best forum for this discussion? 
4. How can the SC help facilitate? 

vi. Comes back to idea of a Shambhala Office of Community Initiatives (SOCI) 
1. Could this be further explored in the above process? 

vii. Community leadership needs to be community-centric leadership 
1. Important that the coordinating body or another community-based 

leadership grouping continues to ensure that it doesn’t go back to a 
centralized leadership approach. 

2. Including extended members of the PT? 



3. Needs to consider how it is structured vertically and horizontally 
viii. Can we think of SOCI as a model that is already being prototyped and that 

will continue into a next iteration? 
1. Can we move forward and invite the board and other stakeholders 

to join in this idea? 
c. There was a discussion about the upcoming Conveners Circle meeting 

i. Important that the SC members join. 
ii. Good forum to have a conversation about the transition 

1. Reaching out to this group for help in designing 
2. Explore what kinds of ideas are crystallizing 

iii. How to create a structure that includes the PT but is not limited to the PT 
iv. PT survey results will not be available until after Shambhala Day 

1. How to seed the discussion now with the intention of further 
exploring after Shambhala Day 

d. Summary of agreements 
i. There was agreement that some revised version of the PT is important 
ii. Besides the PT, we also have Theory U and potentially other community 

initiatives in the future that could arise and there is a need for an entity that 
holds/coordinates all of this work 

iii. The proposal we have for the board is the idea for a SOCI. The idea is to 
coordinate work in a way that retains a network/hub approach so we are 
not pulled back into a vertical structure 

iv. To achieve this we need a transition process, and the convener circle is a 
good place to continue that conversation 

v. Could Theory U be used as a way to workshop the idea of what needs to 
happen next? 

vi. Let’s mention this as an idea for discussion during this meeting 
e. Actions/Next steps 

i. During the Conveners Circle call on Wednesday, share that we’d like to do a 
Theory U process to support the Year 2 transition. 

ii. Create a design group that includes reps from the SC as well as some 
additional expertise from the Conveners Circle. This group would become 
the design team who would help determine the approach and who should 
be involved. 

iii. Dian Marie to update Susan on the above 
7. Date of next meeting 

a. 22nd February 2020 


